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www.PhilipDahl.com 

PHILIP DAHL

PROFILE 
I am confident in my skills as a designer, developer and artist. My goal is to portray that same confidence in your 
brand.  

EXPERIENCE 
TIRED HANDS BREWING COMPANY — CSS, ART DIRECTOR, MURALS 
I assisted in making the new site for Tired Hands Brewing Company. I also did the interior design of their new 
place FERMENTARIA, completing several murals on the wall and making a chalk board out of salvaged slate 
roof shingles from a building in Philadelphia. I continue making beer labels and illustrations for them. 

http://tiredhands.com 

CIRCLE + SQUARES  —  BRANDING, CREATIVE 
I illustrated and digitally manipulated pizza themed imagery for promotion and merchandise for this up and com-
ing pizza shop.  

M. CROW & Co — SQUARESPACE E-COMMERCE SITE, CUSTOM CSS, JAVASCRIPT 
I created a clean and effective custom css to gracefully override Squarespace’s default layout. I also customized 
an image slider built with JavaScript.  

http://mcrowcompany.com 

TA INSTRUMENTS — DIGITAL MARKETING SPECIALIST 
I spent a year with this corporation, fixing and updating their website and communicating with the hosting com-
pany that created the CMS the site was built from. I also developed a number of small WordPress sites for their 
new acquisitions during my time there.  

ROYAL IZAKAYA — FRONT-END DEVELOPMENT, LOGO DESIGN, BRANDING, CREATIVE 
I created an 8 bit design for their website and created multiple images for merchandising and advertising. I also 
helped with the interior design and continue to work with the owner for new products with a limited release.  

http://royalizakaya.com  

ZUSKA SWEAT SCIENCE QUIZ — UI/UX DESIGN, ART DIRECTOR, DEVELOPER 
I was hired to make a multiple choice quiz for a deodorant brand called Zuska. I drew slides with photoshop and 
implemented JS, CSS 3 and HTML 5 so it would work on iOS and Android devices. 

http://tumult.com/hype/gallery/DeodorantQuiz/DeodorantQuiz.html 

EDUCATION 
Temple University, Philadelphia PA 

14 Years doing Front-End Web Development and Designing 

20 Years Illustration and Visual Art 

SKILLS 
HTML (up to HTML 5), CSS (up to CSS 3), JS (efficient), Photoshop, Illustrator, CMS Theming/Management, 
Apple Computers (troubleshooting, installing, and setup), illustration, sculpting, and painting.
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